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!1ULTIPLi-VARIABLE SIMULATOR FOT 
Ar)VANCTD C(»TROL SYSTEM SYNTffiSIS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The increase tri complexity of sy$terns brought about 

chiefly by the race for suprernay in weapons, space ase, 

and automation has brought ineres1ng strain to the eni- 

neors arid scientists who design and devoloT) these systems. 

.Ye phase of en inoerin which has rce1ved corsiderable 

emphasis in recent years is that of' system simulation. ¡ 

complex set of non-linear simultaneous differential equa- 

tions aro written which will simulate the response of the 
system f0r various environmental conditions arid excitation. 
The study of the systern resporse troni this simulated model 

when sub3ected to various operatin;- conditions can give 

valuable design inforr'ation. Thus, an initiai design is 
simulated and tested before the actual device is built. 

1ice a system has been simulated on an analog computer the 

effect of changing, system parameters is usually a minor 

operation 8UCh as changing the value of an attenuator or 

the programmed function of a function generator. A similar 

change on an actual system may mean complete remanufacture 
of a portion or all of the system. Therefore, much initIal 
design arid studies or possible improvement in a design are 

accomplished through the study of a simulated system model. 

A major problem In analor system simulation is gon- 

ating the many non-linear functions of one, two, or more 



variables. For In8tance, In the simulation of an aircraft, 

one of the forces which governs the dynamic f1iFht charac- 

teristic is the drag. The drag Is non-linear function of 

both the Mack number and angle of attack. During the 

flight simulation the iack number and an1e of attack aro 

;enerated variables and their value at arrT instant of time 

is known. To obtain the drag at any Instant of time, all 

that is required is a "black box" which has two variable 

inputs, Mack number and anle of attack, and one outtut, 

the drag. This "black box" which has the characteristic: 

D f(,o) (1) 

18 called a two-variable function generator where i repro- 

sonts the drag force, M the Mgck o(the angle 

of attack. 

This thesis topic as it initially ateriaiized was to 

investigate the properties of the electrolytic tank and to 

determine if it possesses any charactristics which could 

be utilIzed in generating multiple-variable functions for 

use in system simulation. 

'everal methods were investigated for generating mul- 

tiple-variable functions and actuaL measurements wore made 

of some of these functions. The appendix includes a 1it 

of most methods now used in j;enerating multiple variable 

functions and some of the limltatiortslnherent jr the pres- 

ent-day available equionient. 
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II. EQ1JIPNT 

1. The 1ectro1yt1c Tank 

iectro1ytic tanks are constructe1 ¶n various s-ares 

and sizes dependini; upon the type of problems for which 

they are initially designed. The tank used hero has tien- 

sions of 22 Inches by 1t inches and 3 inches deep. 41SO 

avail3hle was a double-layer circular tank of 1.5 inehe8 

in diameter and 2.5 inches deep whose use iS described on 

pape 14. The conducting rnediun is water containing small 

amounts of dissolved and ionized salts. Such liquids are 

termed electrolytes and are conductors of electricity. 

Directly over the ta an x-y position srvo is omnloyed 

to position the prote a3sembly to any point over the sur- 
face of the conducting liquid. The excitation to the var 

bus 'lectrodes ifl the tank is alternating current at 4û 

cps from the secondary of a transformer. 'igure i shows 

an overall view of the electrolytic tank used by this 

author. 

2. Probe Assembly and roasuremnt Techniques 

The probe assembly is the versatile four pin probe 

which can be used for both the potential an potential 
radient measurement. The four pin probes are assembled 

geometrically in the corners of a square with diagonal 



FIGURE 1 

THE ELECTROLYTIC TANK 
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d1'nersions approx1iate1y ten times the diameter of one In 

probe (4, p. 167). 

The absolute potential at a point In qution Is 

closely approximated by the avera;e value of the four 

probes. The potential ;radIert in the x and y direction 
at a point Is approximated by the difference in potentiel 

between probes located on the diagonal of the probe confi- 

urat ion. 

To obtaIn the true potential gradient at a point, the 

probes iust he of infinitesimal diameter and spaced an In- 

finitesimal distance apart. ealit ru1e a compromise arid 

the results obtained are remarkably close. 

A preamplifier assembly containing unloading amplifi- 

ers :;ives the probes a very high input impodance and thus 

rdtices distortion in the vicinity of the probe from load- 

in effects. ¡ siirmiin; network in the preamplifier asem- 

bly produces the average potential of the four nrobes, and 

feeds this to the grounding amplifier. The function of the 

around amplifier is t'. maintain the average probe potential 

at ground. This is accomplIshed by riving the :round m- 

nlifier a very high gain and applying its output out of 

phase to the secondary of the 400 ope transformer. rhere_ 

fore, the probes operate at low a-c voltages to ground and 

imrnersely Increases the accuracy of gradient measurement. 

Figure 2 shows the circuit diaram of the measurement oir- 
cuit. 
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3. Factors Influencing the Accuracy In The lectro1ytic 
Tank 

Factors itfluenc1n;: the accuracy of the electrolytic 

tank have been Investigated by several researchers and 

their recornrendations were followed to reduce these inher- 

ent errors to a rnininiu (2, 5). 

The effects of polarization were 'iinimized by using 

alternating-cur'rent excitation of the electrodes and chcos- 

ing an electrode material and electrolyte of a high flgure 

of merit. Figure of merit is defined as tthe ratio of the 

resistance of one centimeter cubo of the electrolyte to the 

surface iripedance across one square centImeter of one 'bc- 

trode and gives a general idea of the effective electrode 

distortion produced by the polarIzation effect" (5, p. 50:. 

The errors introduced due to meniscus at the probe tic 

cari create errors of several percent during potential «re- 

dient measurement (2, p. 35-37). Thi- error was minimized 

by molding the entire tip of the four pin probe In paraffin 

and then sham1; the paraf' .. In off flush with the tips of 

the four pin probes. It Is then possible to set the probe 

on the surface of the electrolyte to where the meniscus 

disappears. This method made It possible to repeat identl- 

cal measurements wIth undetectable chari;:;e In radient. 

Precautions were taken to Insure a level tar and a 

level probe carriaL;o mecha'isi. Also, much care was taken 



constructing the four pin probe since the probe can be the 

cause of considerable error. 



III. ELECTRIC FIELDS IN THE. ELECTROLYTIC TANX 

1. Laplace's Equation 

Then the canacitive reactance com:onents in the system 

are effectively elimInated by the proper techniques the 

liquid then has the properties of a pure conductor. In 

this stato, the conductive lIquid Cffl be used to 8imulate 

fields overned by Laplace's equation which stated mathe- 

matically is: 
o (2) 

The Laplacian operator V2 si;nifies "the sum of the 

second derivativs with respect to all cartcsIa space 

variables of interest9 (9, p. 27). 

To show that the electrolytic tank possesses this 

characteristic of equation, assume a two-dIr- . er- 

sional sItuation in whIch a horizontal rectangular tank 

contains a thin layer of liquid of uniform resistivity in 

the x-y plane. The sines and bottom of the tank are Insu- 

lated. Jis'ume also that constant voltages are applied to 

etaliIc strips placed in the liquid such that current 
flOWS ifl the elc'ctrolyte. The Incremental voltaqe drop 

across each side of a differential element of electrolyte 

in the tank is equal to the total current flowIng through 

that side tirres the resistance per square which is a fune- 

tion of electrolyte resistivity and depth, times the 
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differential length of the element divided by the width o' 

the dIfferential element. 
For a differential element with currents a: sumad flow- 

inL; into each side of the element, the voltage ;radient 

across each side Is expressed as: 

11E 
- 

('3) 

- - - - (4) 

- 13R 

- - j4it 
( - .6) 

where the subscripts 1, 2, 3, and 4 refer to the left, 
right, top, and bottom of the differential element respec 

tively, and the partial derivatives aro used because more 
than oria independent variable is involved. The rate of 

chan;e of voltage ;radIent is the sur . of the voltae .;ra- 

dient across opposite faces of the element divided by the 
Incrernental distance between these faces, and letting this 
distance approach zero: 

2v fv 
_; .- -'.vl - )2 (7) 
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_(v\ /v 
òv2 t)4 y-.O (Li) 

substituting the values for the ,radients from equations 

(3) to (6) and adding the two equations yields: 

_ (j jr,+j 4-j 
) 

X-O () 
;-; s x4y i ' 3 

From the principle of conservetion of electrIc' charge 

we know that within the diff'erentlal element, charFe can he 

neither stored nor d'stroyed, so that the aipebraic sum of 

all currents enterin the element must be zero and equation 

(9) becomes: 

2v 2v 
(io) 

which is Laniace's equation in two dimensions. Lap1aces 

equation together wit the appropriate description of cxci- 
tation on all the boundaries of the sheet will comnietely 

descrit the potential at any point in the system. 

2. The lectric (urrent Field 

The field configuration in the electrolyte of a hai- 

low circular tank with a current source at its center and 

its outer boundary held at an equal potential, can best be 

derived by starting with Ohms Law in its rost common forn: 

(11) 
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Ror a conductor of uniform cross-sectional area, the total 

resistance R for a length of the conductor is expressed: 

where: 

L 12) 

length 

A cross-sectional area 

'( conductivity of the matria1, hos per unit 

length 

When the two equations for resistance ar equated and rear- 

ranged, then the expression for a conductor of differential 

dimensions can be written: 

dl _-dV (13 

'quatio'n (12) is valid Cor homogeneous conductora when 

the current is in the direction of L an the cross-:ection- 

al area ¡ coincides it: the equipotential surface. With 

these conditions the left-hand side of the equation (13) is 

the current density and the right-hand side is the conduc- 

tivity times the negative of the potential radient or 

fIeld intensity, both of which aro vector quantities and 

may be written: 

T (14) 

This is Ohms Law in terms of vector and scalar quantitie8 

whIch can be defined at a point in space. In this form 

C'hïns Law can be used to describe a current field inside 
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a hornosrieous ccnductor of non-uniform cross sectional 

area. 

Now assume a thin uniform shoot of electrolyte of in- 

finite dimensions with a current source at its center. 

Th« total current by definition is related to the current 

density by: 

i 

- J 
J n dA (15) 

where is the unit vector perpendicular to the surface at 

every point. or cylindrical surfaces about the current 

source and are parallel and their scalar roduct is a 

ccnstant. This simplifies the evaluation of equation (15) 

to: 
I JA (16) 

The area for each of the concentric cylinders is 21(Fh 

where h Is the depth of the electrolyte. Inserting) this 

area into equation (16), noting that the direction of J 

is in the radial direction, and solving for J yields: 
= 

2irRh (1'?) 

where ; 15 a unit vector ir. the radial direction. The 
- 

field intensity 1s related to the current density J by 

)hm ' s Law o quat i on 14 ) and ive s: 
-. 

'5: = 
211'Y1h 

(l8i 

The magnitude of both J and ar directly propor- 

tional to the total current which in turn is a function of 
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the voltage differences between concentric cylindors. T 

coipute this voltage difference between two surfaces cf 

radii, L1 arid we use the deflnitio'i that the potential 

difference between two points in an electric field is given 

- 

f 
. d (19) 

wero is alonb some path of' integration. vinco 

Is n1oní i: 

- 

(20) 

using ¿ as given in equation (lu): 

CF2 
VR - -/ I dL 

( 

i 
F2 2Y1 P 

21) 

-1 

integration and substituting limits: 

(22) 

where Li is used as the symbol for natural logarithm. 
This equation describes the potential difference at 

any point iri a tani of finite diameter when the outer si.ir- 

face is an ecaial potential surface of radius P.2. A very 
largo circular tank of several feet In diameter with a 

conducting outer boundary held at ground potential will 

appear as an infinite sheet for electrodos placad near 
the center within a radius of a few percent of the tan !S 

radius. In a small tank of 16.5 inches in diameter, es 
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used In this author's work, the effoctIve usable area for 
ex: erinental work or an infinite sheet of electrolyte would 

be ibout a 1.5 Inch diameter circle in the center of the 
tank. Within this circle the properties of equation (22) 

would hold true for ali practical purposes. 

The effective working, area of a tank can be increased 

considerably when a double-layer tank is used as first 
proposed by Boothroyd, !arker, arid cherry (4, p. 167). 

here two layers of electrolyte are joined at the periphery 

by 1/2 inch of electrolyte. An ed;o view of this tak is 
shown in figure (:,) 

I '-meet of 1ass 

ti;ure :5 

Double-Layer ircular Tank 

If an electrode one inch lon.; of radius r. is placed ver- 

tically at the center of the lower layer and connected to 
ground, It Is eaIlT SboWn that the effectire radius of 

the tank Is Increased to t:0: 

f:) 

Re (23) rg 
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where t is the actual radius of a in1 layer in the 

tank. The tranaformati°n is aceor11shed by the mapoin 

function: 

w.d: (24) 
z 

where z is a function of the complex variable. 

'!jth this increase In effective radius of the tcink 

most of the upper layer of the tank within a few inches 

of the edre can te used a if It Is part of an infinito 

sheet with round at Infinity. 

3. Superposition Theorem 

The superposition theorem states; In linear systems 

the response due to number of excitations may be found 

by addiri al:ebraical1y (or vectorially in the case of 

through variables) the response due to each excitation 

taken separately while the other excitations are reduced 

to zero (9, p. 7-76). 

The superposition theorem applies to the electrolytic 

tank, and when several current sources aro present within 

the appropriate reIon (the portion which appears as being 

in the center of an Infinite sheet) of the double-layer 

tank, the potential VP at any poInt, with respect to the 

potential at the electrode at the conter of the lower layer, 

is 1von by: 



l'i 

k 
cç i LnRe 

P 2ilTh 

where: P is the effective radius of the double-laye'- tarì 

is the respective distance from each current 

source to the point in question 

quation (25) holds true if the current sources are 

replaced by voltaLo scuroes, however, the current distribu- 
tion from each scurce 'iust he found from the solution of a 

set of simultaneous equations a shown below: 

v1=i1 z11 I2 I2 t---- Inzin 
V2 l '2l I2 22 --- In Z2n 

(26) 

V I1Z1 
For the CiSO of juat two voltao sources V1 and V2 the 

system of equation (26) becomes: 

- I1 Lr-ì R0 i: 2 Ln R e 
( 27) lvi 2h W}i 

Ii rn 12 Ln e V2 = ri 21'(h r2 

where r1 is the radius of a vertical eloctrodo connected 

to voltage source 

r2 is the radius of a vertical electrode connected 

to voltage source V2 
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d12 = d21 1s the distance between electrodes of 

voltare source V1 and V2 

The field Intensity at any point p is the vector sum 

of the field Intensity effects from each electrode: 

= 1 
1rrr (29) 

where is tho unit vector in the direction 1 away from 

the respectivo electrode. Yquation (29) 

electrodes and the point in questiön are 

of the tank which appears as ar' Infirito 

ceding derived equations can be used to 

scribe the potential and field intensity 
the presence of known sources. 

holds when all 
within the reIon 
sheet, The pre- 
omt)letely de- 

at any point in 
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IV. THE GTNEATION OF MULTIPLE-VARIAFLE FUNCTIONS 

Tri the introthictlon an example wa 4von in which a 

two-variable function enerator was referred to as a "black 

'ox". The characteristic of tbe "black box" is that its 

output is a non-linear function of two independent inputs. 
The following is a dIscussion of the possible ways that the 

electrolytic tank can be used to simulate these multiple- 

variable functions for system simulation. 
The discussion will he 1jrn1te to a two-dimensional 

electrolytic tank and, unless otherwise indicated, excita- 

tian is applied to "pointe' electrodes 2 mil bras wire 

nontec1 vertically in the eloctrolyte). All analysi and 

experimental work was performed using the circula cuhlo- 

layer tank so that the equations derived In the previous 

section are valid. 
It soon becomes evident after Investigating several 

possible methods of generating multiple-variable functions 
In the electrolytic tank that there is only a limited num- 

ber of ways by which variables can be introducted. The 

probe can remain fixed at a point (Xp, yp) in which case 

it will be referred to as "stationary", or by using the 

position servo, the probe can he allowed to move with 

respect to the x and y axis in which case it wIll be 

referred to as "movable". 
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Tìe electrodes in the tank can have only certain char- 

aCteriStIC3. FIrst, they can be either "stationary" in 

position or, by sorne possible mechanism, they can be made 

"movabla'. The excitation on the electrodes cart he from 

eIther a "fixed" potential or current source, or from a 

"varIable" potential or current source. This produces an 

amost unlimited nurnt:er of combinations when more than one 

electrode is used at a time. However, by investigating 

each fundamental combination separately, it is possible to 

predict the output for any combination by use of' the super- 

position theorem. 

1. tationary Probe and Stationary lectrodes 

a. 'lectrode excitation by constanL sources 

This comi:ination is the '-nost basic an has no ooss- 

bility for .enorating any type of a variable function. The 

potential measured at the probe is strictly a function of 

the currents from each electrode present and the distance 

from the electrodo to the probe. ThIs potential is 

pressed as: 

k 

vp= 
;i ' LnRe 
n1 2irrh 

o) 

The octatlon used here is identical to that used in Thapter 

III. 
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The fie1 intensity at the prote is the resultant vec- 

tor sum of the field intensities from each of the sources 

and is given as: 

k 

In 

n1 (31) 

The probe measures the potential ¿rac1ient In both the 
x and y dIrection and thus the resultant of these two corn- 

pononts is equal to the ma',nitude and direction of the 

field Intensity at the probe. 

:hen voltae sources are used, the ecuotions for po- 

tential and field Intensity remain the same. However, the 

currents may or may not he directly proportional tc the 

source voltage. These currents will distribute In a manner 

according to equations (26). A quick way to evaluate these 

currents, since the Zs can be determined, is by the method 

of determinants. 

For the remainder of the discussion in this chapter it 
will be assumed current sources are used unless otherwise 

specified, and if voltage sources are used then it mu. t be 

remembered that the currents are deterned from equations 

(26). 

b. :lectrode excitation by variable sources 

If the electrodes receIve their excitation from a var- 

labia current source, and this variable current is denoted 
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by some maximum current 'm times a variable W, then the 

potential at the probe due to these variable current 

sources is written: 

VP >1 
Lri e 

r:1 27fl'h (32) 

The field intensity at the probe has the same form as equa- 

tion (31) except that each current is replaced by Iw as 

above: 

k 
= 

n1 21Trh (35) 

The potential V is a multiple -variable function of k 

variables, however, the function is a linear combination of 
the k variahles and, therefore, cannot he used to simulate 

a non-linear multiple-variable function. 
The fIeld intensity, however, may be a useful function 

since it is the vector sum of several variable vectors hay- 

in fixed directions and variable ma;r.itude. 

2. Stationary Probe and ovablo 1ectrodes 

a. lectrode excltaticn by constant sources 

In this case the potential and field intensity at the 

probe is a function of the magnitude of the excitation ori 

each electrode arid its relative posItion with respect to 
the probe. If the stationary position of the probe is 
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deroted by (x Yp) and the position of each movable elec- 

trode is denoted by («-ì,ffl) where «i. and are the vari- 

able coordinates of the movable electrode in the x and y 

direction respectively, then the potential and field Interi- 

sity at the probe are given br: 

k 

V 'n Ln-_--- 
1 

(34) 
n1 211(h [(Xp )2 (y 

= 1n t __ (Yp/n) (35) 
[(x,-o(.)2 (r_4i)2I 

where and are urIt vectors in the x and y direction. 

Tf the x and y movement of each e1ectrod is ccsicI- 

er-!d a separate variable then for 1:, a finite n:imhor of 

olctrodos, the non-linear multiple -variable function den- 
orated wcul have 21: independent variables. 

If all the electrodes move sImultaneously according to 

the same function, then the results obtained here are iden- 

ticil to a system where the sam- electrode conf.i;uration i 

stationary and the probe is allowed to move according to 

the same function. However, moving the electro&is with 

respect to the probe has a possible advantage in accuracy, 

since the probe can he mounted in the bottom of the tank 

a . d the rneniscus errore can be eliminated. 
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h. 1ectrode excitation by variable sources 

The same notation Imwn is used to represent the vari- 

able current sources driving each electrode. The ecuations 

(34) and (35) car ho modified for the charge from fixed ex- 

citation to variable excitation by roplacinR I with TmTh 

This ri.ves: 

V = ImWn ft R0 
(36) 

nl 271m [(xp(n)2 + (Yp_/n)2] 

III 
iriwr {(xpn)ax (Yp/4i) a17j 

(37) 
n=i. 21f(h [x_«)2 + 

nach electrode possesses three variables, one its magnitude 

of excitation and the other two its movement in the x and y 

direction drnoted by and f3r thus producing multiple- 

variable functions of 3k independent variables. 

If the motion of the electrödes are civen in polar 
co.ordinates about the positIon of the stationary probe and 

the motion is restricted so that the radius to the 1oc 

trodes are held constant, then a very InterestIn: function 

develops for the hehl intensity: 
. 

k 
. .. = £I 1m'n n 
I 

( .i r1 'ioru 

This equation of field Intensity is the same form s 

equation (33) except here R i a constant magnitude and 

te direction is a variable, Py lumping all constant 
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terms together as the field intensity can be written in 

polar form as: 

cp ::;l (39) 

where 9ri is the variatl angular displacement of the elec- 
trode about the probe at a constant radius. This function 

i_s the vector sum of several variable vectors where the 
vectors are variable in both manitudo and direction. To 

produce the same function with conventional analog equip- 
ment would require a resolver for each vector to break it 

into its x and y components and then two operational am- 

plifiers to produce the sums of the components in the x 

and y directIon. 

3. "ovable Probe and Stationary lectrodes 

u. 1ectrode excitation by constant sources 

The probe assembly is attuc}ed to an x-y position 

servo making it possible to postion the probe to any co- 

ordinate (x,y) as a furwtion of the inputs x and y. Any 

electrode configuration ifl the tank excited by fixed 

sources will produce a constant field pattern and the no- 
tential measured at the probe is a function of its position 

i.-, this static field: 

VP f(x,v) (40) 
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TMs is a two-variable function where the variables are 

probe position x and y. ost smooth functions of two 

variables can be enerated usin; this method. A contour 

map of the desired function: 

z f(x,y) (41) 

is produced by p1ottth curves of y g(x) for constant 

values of z. These curves of constnnt z value are oriented 

with respect to the x-y coordinates in the tank and stripe 

of metallic conductor are layed a1crì' these curves ofl con- 

stant z value. Each conductor becomes an equinotential 

surface and is excited by a potential proportional to the 

constant valuo of z which it represents. The hi.!h resis- 

tive properties of the electrolyte provides interpoletion 

between the curves according to Laplace's equation in two 

dimensions, ecuation (10). This is an approximate linear 

interpolation of potential if the curves of constant z 

value are relatively parallel. 

he resistive sheet function generator (10) operates 

on the same principle except that it a specially pro- 

pared high resistive plate as the interpolating medium ard 

the linos of constant z valuo are painted on the plate by 

conductive Ink. 

then k, a finito number of point sources are consid- 

ered, the potential at any poInt in the x-y plane (assume 

a;ain operat;ion is In the appropriate region of the double- 
layer circular tank) is a non-unsex function of' the 
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relative position of the probe (x,y) and the position of 

each electrode (xr, Yr) written: 

k 
- 'r Ln n - 

2lrrh [2 (42) 

where x arid y ar the inìstantaneous pcst!.on of the moya- 

bio probe. The field intensity at the probe as a function 

of the probe's position is given in its two coriponents: 

k 
1 ['x-x) + (YV) 1y 

n1 
2rrh [(_x)2 - (YYn)2] 

whore and are unit vectors in the x and y direction. 

This co.. bination of a movable probe and stationary 

electrodes excited from constant sources can obviously 

generate only functions of up to two variables. 

b. 'lectrode excitation by variable sources 

Under this condition the probe measures the potential 

and gradients in a constantly chaníig field and at a eon- 

stantly changing position In that field. For one electrode 

excitOL from a variable source denoted by IrnWl, the poten- 

tial measured at the rrobe will he a function of three 

variables: 

VP = f(x,y,w1) ( 44) 

'hei a finite number of electrodes excited from 

variable sources are placed in the electrolyte at 
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cc-ordinates (x11, y) then the potential and fie].d Irten- 
sity at any point in the electrolyte (x, y) is given by: 

k 
'men Ln __________________ (45) VP 

[(x_x)2 + 

k r. - 

= Ç IrnWfl [tx-x) a (YYr1) ayJ 
(46 p 211Íh {'x_x)2 + (T-.v)2] 

koth the potential and the field intensity ar a non-linear 
'iultiple-variable function of k+2 variables. 

Tf the electrodes are not point sources, thon the 

electrodes must be treated as the boundary conditions for 
the solution of Laplace's equation in two dimensions 

These bounc1ìry value3 are fixed in space but variable in 
their maknitudes. Anyone having experience in finding the 
solution of boundary value problems would realize that an 

analytical solution for the field for any electrodo config- 
uration other than a simple one would be an almosttt impos- 

sible situation. 

4. Movable Probe and Movable Electrodes 

a. Electrode excitation by constant sources 

Then the electrodes are allowed to move with respect 
to the co-ordinates of the tank, the field at am, point in 

the electrolyte is a function of the respective positicns 
of the electrodes at any instant of timo. If the position 
of the movable electrodes are arain denoted by (c(r,ßn) 
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where and ere the variable co-ordinates of the rova- 

bic electrodes in the x and y direction respectively. and 

the vari'ble position of the probe is denoted by x arid y, 

then the potential and field intensity at the probe is 

given by: 

In Th R6 
(47f VP 

- 
211Th [(x_c)2 

.. 

[(x_oi1j a + (y-,g) ayj 

n1 2i(fl {((_)2 (-.p)2] 

'ince the ir.otion of each electrode is described by 

two variai;les and the ,otion of the probe also is dc- 

acribed by two variables t'non for k, a finite number of 

movable electrodes, the multiple-variable function gener 

ated has 2k 2 independent variables. However, to have 

more than a very limited number of movable electrodes seems 

quite impossible wen one realizes the mechanism which must 

be developed to aucment the system. 

h. lectrode excitati<.:n biST variable sources 

This combination is very similar to the case discussed 

above where the electrodes were movable and ezcIted from 

fixed sources. However, in this case each point electrode 

introduces one additional variable, the magnitude of the 
variable source. Usink, the same notation as previous, t.he 
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potential and the field intensity at the probe are given 

k 

V =- Tw Ln 
(49) 

p 2T(h + 

'rn'r ¡ -° n ( -ga) ty 
p 211fli + 

be non-linear multiple-variable function generated hr this 

arrangement will have 3i -- 2 independent varIables. 

This coriplees the discussion of the basic corhInatior 

which can be accomplished In the two-dimensional electro- 

lytic tank for generating multiple-variable functions. 

5. Variation of the Paste Conbinations 

o far only each basic combination has been discussed. 

There is no restriction t. using two or more of the basic 

combinations simultaneously to simulate a function. Por 

Instance, with a movable probo it would be possible to have 

both stationary electrodes and movable electrodes, any of 

which could have excitation from either constant or varia- 

bio sources. The value of the function at any position of 

the probe and electrodes is found by superposition from the 

sum of the approriate terms in equatIons (42), (45), (47), 

and (49) for potential, arid equations (43), (46), (4b), 

and (50) for the field intensit'r. 
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. Phase as a Variah1 

An additional variable which can he lncorporatel with 

each electrode is that of a phase relationship with re- 

snect to a reference. The phase relationship can be in'or- 

porated directly into each of the eight previous discussed 

combinations by ultiplyin, the current magnitude ty 

ej(Ci)t4n) where: 

e is the bese of the natural logarithm 

e).) is the frequency of excitation In radians per sec 

t Is time 

øn is the phase shift of the excitation of the th 

electrode 

It is also to be understood that only the real part of 

e.i(t/n) is intended as a multiplier. 
!s an. example to incorporate phase as an additional 

variable in the case of a movable rrobe and stationary 
electrndes excited from constant sources, equation (42) 

and (43) become: 

k 
T 1((»t4r) T 

V =- xi 
p 211Th t(x_xfl)2 - 

. = 
j(0)t+Ø) [(x_x) YYr) -!] '52V' p nl 2nTh (XX f (TYn)2] ' i 

ffectively the potential at the probe is the sum of' 

k sine waves of thc same frequency and of variable phase. 
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The rsultant potential is the phasor sum. The field in- 

tensity at any point is the istantaneous resultant of the 

and components. However, at most positions of the 

probo, the phase relations of the two components are not 

equal arid so the field intensity is never zero, but its 

magnitude and direction trace cut an elliptical pattern. 

A method by which the uhaso varIable can be of any 

use in generating a multiple-variable function has been 

given considerable thought, however, no real possiilities 

have beer hrouht to light. 



V. EXPERIMENTAL RESTILTS 

1. VerIfication ot' the Superposition Theorem as Applied 
to the E1ectrotic Tank 

a. Nxctation applied to electrodes by current sources 

The probe was oriented at the center of the double- 

layer circular tank and two point electrodes ï;rre located 
at equal radius from the probe, one (electrode No. l at 

an angle of ze.r: degrees with the x-axis, and the other 
(electrode M0 2) at an an:;le of 900 with the x-axis. 

Before measurements were taken the unloading amplif i- 

ers wore balanced to GIve identical output from each of the 

four pin probes in the probe assembly. Also, the differen- 

tial amplifiers which measure the x and y gradients were 

precisely balanced. The output from the x-gradient differ- 

ential amplifier was applied to the horizontal channel of 
ari oscilloscope and the output from the y-gradient differ- 

ential amplifier was applied to the vertical channel. The 

oscilloscope wil then display the instantaneous value of 

the field intensity in both magnitude an::t directIon. 

A potential source was applied to elctrode o. i 

mtil the deflection on the screen of the oscilloscope was 

six divisions, while electrode No. 2 was open circuited. 

The current Into electrode No. i was recorded. Figure 4 

shows this display on the scope arid It is noted that the y 

component of the field intensity Is zero as was expected. 



FIGURE 4 

REPRESENTATION OF FIELD INTENSITY 
AT THE PROBE DUE TO CURRENT 
FROM ELECTRODE NO. i ONLY 

FIGURE 5 

REPRESENTATION OF FIELD INTENSITY 
AT THE PROBE DUE TO CURRENT 
FROM ELECTRODE NO. 2 ONLY 

FIGURE 6 

REPRESENTATION OF 
AT THE PRORE DUE 

BOTH ELECTRODE 
THE MAGNITUDE 

THE SAME AS IN 

FIELD INTENSITY 
TO CURRENTS FROM 
NO. i AND NO. 2 

OF CURRENTS 
FIGURE 4 AND 5 
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Next e potential was applied to electrode No. 2 for six 

units of deflection on the score with electrode No. i open 

circuited. A;in the current was recorded and Figure 5 

shows the display on the scope for this condition. As was 

expected the x-corriponent of the field intensity was zero. 

To show va1iditr of the superposition theorem, both 

electrodes were excited with the previous measured cur- 

rents. 1iure 6 stows the resultant field intensity meas- 

urec3 at the probe and is the resultant vector sum of the 

two components shown in Figuro 4 and 5. This is the x- 

peeted result according to the definition of the super- 
position theorem stated on pase 16. 

b. ;xcitaticn applied to electrodes by potential 
sources 

The supe 'osition theorem also applied when several 

potential sources are present in the tank. The potential 

at each electrode is the sum of the effects oÍ the currents 

fron each e1trode. This ç;iven mathematically are equa- 

tions (26). 

i'o verir this relationship in the electrolytic tank, 

two electrodes were spaced three inches apart and excited 

from known potential sources. The ecuations overning 

this situation according to the superposItion theorem are: 

vi Ii:tll + 12Z12 ( 53) 

IlZ2l 12Z22 (54) 
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whore the Z's are defined bv: 

11 = V1 
(55) 1 

12 = O 

i2 X! (56) 12 = O 

z21 = 

(57) Ii 
12 0 

'22 
(5d) 

-i-2 Ii = O 

The mea5ured values of the Z's aro tabulated below: 

TAFL I 

279 k 

z12 14]. k 

z21 142 1< 

295 k 

After the iea9ureents for the s wer taken olee- 
trode !o. i was excited by 200 volts peel to peak and elec- 

trode No. 2 grounded. The currents to each electrode in 

ma peak tO peak were recorded. The same was done by excit- 

ing electrode No. 2 b7 200 volts peaL to peak and groundin: 

electrode No. 1. The results of these measurements are 

listed in Table II a peak to peak values: 
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TAELS II 

Applied ieasured 

Ï1 12 

Cas" i 20() volts C) volts 0.946 ma -0.460 ma 

Case 2 0 volts 200 volts -0.465 ma 0.895 ¡na 

To verify equation (53) and (54) the measured values 

of the impedances and currents are used to calculate V1 

and V2 which are known to be 200 and O volts pean to oeak 

for Case 1, and O and 200 volts for rase 2. 

CASE i 

V1 (0.946ma)(279k)f(-0.460ma)(141k) 199V 

V2 (0.946ma)(l42k)(-0,46Oa)(295k) 1,5V 

CASE 2 

V1 (-O.465ma)(279k)+(0.895ma)(141.) 3,5V 

V2 -O.465ma)(142k)4-(0.895ma)(295k) 198V 

The results here are extremely close considering that 

all measured values ware obtained from deflections of peak 

to peak values from the oscilloscope. This completes the 

verification of equations (26) by actual nieasurments. 

2. The Generation of tome Multiple-Variable Exnct1ons 

Several non-linear two-variable functions were ener- 

ated and two will be included here as illustrations. The 



method used to generato the two-variable functions shown 

in Figure 7 and was a combination of two of the basic 

methods discussed in Chapter IV. The probe was made moya- 

ble and two stationary point electrodes were used, one ex- 

cited from a fixed potential source an the other from a 

varIable potential source. Tis combination would normally 

enerate a non-linear riultiple-variable function of three 
variables but since it's a difficu1 task to show a three- 

variable function on n two-dimensional drawing, one of the 

variables, te y-axis probe postion, wa held constant in 

each Oase. 

The function shown in Fiure 7 was eneratec1 by posi- 
tionIn, the electrodo excited from a fixed potential so'tu'ce 

at co-ordinates (5.5 in, O) and the electrode excited from 

the variable potential source at co-ordinates (2.5 in, 

-2 in). The variable motion of the probe was in the x-axis 

from co-ordinates (O, o) to (5 in, O) while the y-axis mo- 

tion was zero. The constant potential source was held at 

200 volts peak to peak and the variable potential source 
was allowd to vary from O to 200 volts peak to peak. The 

function is then represented by a contour map of the meas- 

ured rotential at the probe. 

The function in Fi;ure was penerated in identical 

manner as that In FIcura 7 except that the variable poten- 
tial source was applied to the electrode located at co-or- 
dinate (5.5 In, C)) and the fixed potential source was 
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applied to the other e1ectrod iove to co-ordinate 

(2.5 In, -0.5 in). 
As a final check, the otentia1 at the probe, V, at 

two points A and D in the function shown in Figure 7 were 

calculated. Iron equations (27) arid (28) the current from 

each electrode was calculated, and using the appropriate 

terms in equations (42) and (45) the probe potential at 

points A and 1 were calculated as 114 volts and 13d volts 
respectively. 

Figure '7 reveals that these calculated values are 

quite citse to the values that would be measured at these 

points, and certainl:ç wthn the accuracy of the instru- 
ment s. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The capability of the electrolytic tank to r;enerte 

multiple-variable functions is unlimited, arid it Is o v. - 

olla that the number of variables that can be introduced is 

a direct function of the number of electrodes that can be 

placed in the electrolyte. However, from a realistic view 

point it is rather unlIkely that ant device will ever be in 

demand for eneratn functions of more than five varthbles, 
where functions of two and three variables are very common. 

The discussIon in this thesis has touched only briefly 

the methods by which a given desired multipla-variable 
function can be simulated. The concentration of effort has 

been dIrected toward determining the methods by which var- 
lables can be introduced, and the type of functions çener- 

ated by the various methods of operation. 
A study of each of the methods investigated (excluding 

phase as a varIable) reveals that a non-linear multiple- 
venable function of potential V, can be generated only if 

t"ere is relative motion between probe and electrode, mean- 

¶n that either the probe position or the position of an 

electrode must be a variable. An immediate conclusion is 
that the maximum allowable frequency of the variables is 
limited by the frequency response of the mechanical posi- 

tlonlng system. This is a characteristic of all function 

rnerators In the mechanical or electro-mechanical class 
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(23, p.3) . Unless the specific ap1ication is governed b 

real-time simulation, the proper use of time scalin; nay be 

a solution to this limitation. 
Tho shape of thc .u1tiple-variabln function cnerated 

by any combination of electrodes and probe can be accu:'ate- 

lv predicted by usin; the appropriate terrn of the equa- 

tions describing each basic combination, and the superpo- 

sition theorem. study of the rru1tip1e-variable functions 

to be generated and the basic combinations described in 

this thesis may lead to possible solutions in the simula 

tion of these functions for advanced control systems 3fl- 

thesis. 
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APPENDIX 

Present-L'ay Wultiple-Varlablo 
Function Oenertors 

Th present-day devices for generating multiple-vari- 
able functi'ns are of several Thrrns ranging from mechanical 

to all-electronic wít eacb having their advantages and 

disadvantages. r;or certain applications the prescrnt-day 

equipment is completely satisfactor'r. However, when hih 

accuracy and spe1 is a rust the present-day devices i- 

.:eneral are entirely inadequate. One of the most accurate 

two-variable function aneratcrs is the thee-di!nsional 

contoured surface function generator (19, p. 317-319) which 

can produce most of to well beave functions of two var 

labios with an overall erro of loss than one percent. 

However, this device is extremely inriexible 11 minor 

changes in the function are desired. ince this device is 

a mechanically operated system, its maximum operating fra- 

quency i very low. 

ome of the electronecbanical function generators 

incorporate electrical characteristics which increase the 

flexibility, but for serie sacrifice in accuracy. A good 

example is the resistive sheet function generator. Since 

tLis system Is partly mechanically orerated the frequency 

limits on the vuriables are quite low and ma<es them mad- 

equate for use in some applications of real time simulation 
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where the frequency o the variables may be above these 

limits. Flight simulators for pilot trathin are a ood 

example of this (23, . l-5). 
'he or-1,1 lo;çica1 answer' to the frequency problem is 

tc. use aì all-electronIc syrtem with no movirt parts. 

everal devices have been designed 'out in general the 

accuracy is a limiting factor. ne all-electronic func- 

tion ;enerator which at first appears to have eccellent 

possibilities is the variable density film function ener- 

ator, PW)STAC (20). This device can perform at frequencies 

over 100 cps. valuation reports indicate errors as high 

as 20 percent with average errors at 5 percent. 

Jne recent development by the Eoeing Atreraft Co. is 

their 31) function generator which uses a 20 by 20 potenti- 

ometer matrix (3). The value of the function at each in- 
tersection of the matrix is set on each of the 400 ?tiU 

tentíometers and hih-froquency transistorized gating tech- 

niques are used to 4ve linear interpolation of the fune- 

tion between the Z points. Initial tests show high fre- 

quency capabilities and good accuracy. 

Listed below are some of' the more comron methods and 

devices now used in generating multiple-variable functions 

and references irr which detailed information ori its oper- 

ating principle, accuracy, and frequency caoahilties may 

be found. 
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ethods of Generatin, ;Iultiple-Variahle Functions 

I. Mechanic1 Function Cenorators 

1. Three-dimensional contoured surfQce (19, p. 31g- 

319). 

2. Three-dinensional mechanical cam (23, p. is). 

IT. ElectroMechanical Function Generators 

1. Method of separation of vciriables (16; 17). 

2. Fesistiv sheet function generator (, p. 494 

496; 10; 12). 

3. 1ectrical drum-wire-pick-off device (14; 23, 

p. 24-25). 

4. Two-variable function generator using contour- 

wound non-linear potentiometers (23, p. 26-28; 

li, p. 314, 341-342). 

III. Ali-1ectronic Function Generators 

1. Loified one-variable diode function generator 

(13, p. 150-161). 

2. Philbriok "!odel F2V" function generator (15). 

3. Variat1e density plato photoelectric function 

generator (20). 

4. lBoeing 3D function generator (3). 

5. Function mask scanner (18). 

6. Single-variation function generator (21). 


